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Son of David 

Psalm 110 
Pastoral prayer !
Introduction 
We were made to rule: sci research understanding & mastering 
nature, dancers/musicians controlling body/dexterity/instrument, 
even teenagers trying to get their hair to go a certain way. We were 
made to rule, bc G made human beings to rule, to bear his image 
on earth, esp. by how we rule. Creation wk narrative: formless & 
void, then G creates/organizes/fills. Brings order out of chaos. How 
we reflect his glory as Creator: bring order from chaos, create, rule. !
But something is terribly wrong w our rule. Sometimes bc nature 
seems untamable (e.g., sci research). But if it were just bad circs, 
politics would be a lot less interesting. Not just bad circs but bad 
rulers. Perhaps most reg seen during election cycles: ominous 
voice, "so-and-so voted against x, we need change." Not just poli 
rulers. Peo exploit bad circs for their own gain. Ill of sex trafficking 
in Nepal. How can human beings do this? Something is terribly 
wrong, G calls it sin & we've been doing it since the Garden. !
But there's hope, hope that order can still come from this chaos, 
that we can be what we were made to be, that the wrongs of this 
world will be righted. & that's what our txt is about. Ps 110. G has 
a ruler who will fix all things. As I read, key q for you: how? !
Ps attributed to David, great king of Isr. Background: Davidic cov 
(2Sam 7.11–16), G's promise of extended rule over Isr, that one of 
David's sons would rule forever. Thus the L says: prophetic oracle 
(lit. "the declaration of Yahweh"). L's words the backbone of ps: two 
parts (1–3, 4–7), promise (1 & 4) & victory (2–3, 5–7). !
1st promise (1). at right hand: place of rule, authority, vice regent. 
Position Adam was to have but forfeited through sin. until I make: 
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G's promise to subjugate enemies to this Davidic king. footstool: 
calls to mind pic of king stepping on neck of defeated foe. Never 
used literally in OT, instead a metaphor for where the presence of 
G rests. Results in victory (2–3). extend: ever-expanding kingdom, 
not just in Jeru but in midst of enemies. v. 3 the hardest of ps: prob 
"your people will be volunteers on the day of your strength." NIV 
takes it as ref to troops enlisting for the army. Credible option. In 
sum vv 1–3 a poetic expression of Davidic cov from David's persp. !
Unexpected: 2nd promise (4). Unexpected for two reasons: a) king 
as priest, which seemed to be separate roles in Isr; b) not just any 
priest, but like Melch. David writing about 1000 yrs before X. 
Appears only one time in Scr before him: Gen 14, 1000 yrs before 
David. Enigmatic char, name lit means "king of r," appears out of 
nowhere, yet respected by Abr, received tithes from Abr, clearly 
greater than Abr. Then gone, poof, vanishes—until here. Surprising 
enough that David's son would be a priest, but priest after manner 
of Melch? What does that mean? Whatever else it means, the same 
victory would result (5–7): crush kings, judge nations, heap dead, 
crush rulers. Graphic, but you want this. You want "justice to roll 
down like waters & r like a mighty stream" (Amos 5.24). !
And so did Isr. Solomon grew kingdom, drifted from G, kingdom 
divided, w/in 200 yrs north conquered, 150 more & so was south. 
Exiled to Assyria, Babylon. Returned home to devastated land, loss 
of id, began rebuilding. What drove them on? A promise: David's 
son will come, the One G anointed, the M. & he will crush our 
enemies. But then Alexander, Ptolemys & Selucids, blasphemous 
Antiochus IV sacrificing a pig in temple, Maccabean resistance. 
Then last & worst of all, Rome, w its random brutality, pagan 
practices, heartless rule. & the peo wondered: when will the king 
come? the S of David arise? G anoint our promised M? It's been 
1000 yrs. Where is he? !
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That's what makes Palm Sun so sig: "He is here! Our king has 
come! The S of David has come to crush our enemies!" No wonder 
during Holy Wk after triumphal entry J brought up Ps 110 on this 
great day (Lk 20.41–44). Context: relig leaders tried to stump J & 
failed. So J asks them a q. Read txt. J focuses on one word, in Heb 
one letter, really diff bet a dot & a dash: my L. Fathers greater than 
sons, sons bow to fathers, honor distant ancestors, always been that 
way. But not Ps 110: clearly M in view, yet David calls him not "the 
Master" by "my Master." IOW M/King greater than David, great 
David's greater S. !
& here's why this is a prob for relig leaders: if M greater than 
David, then greater also than they are. Ergo they must submit to 
him as well, M not someone they can manipulate. They must listen 
to him. But look what he says about them (Lk 20.45–21.4). See 
what J is doing? Ps 110 not good news for relig leaders, in fact very 
bad news. David's prediction that M would judge his enemies 
would be fulfilled in them. They'd become enemies of G. !
But that doesn't mean commoners let off the hook. Both relig 
leaders & commoners guilty of faulty expectations. Relig failed to 
consider what it meant for M to be king, common person failed to 
consider what it meant for M to be priest. Priests offer sacrifices on 
behalf of peo for their sin. If M is a priest, then they too are sinners 
in need of sacrifice. After all, he's like Melch, king of r. & who's r? !
Ps 110 cuts both ways: exposes self-r of relig & sinfulness of irrelig. 
That means when S of David comes to execute judgment, no one 
spared, no one gets off. Not conquest of Rome, reestablished Isr as 
commoners & relig leaders expected, but judgment on all G's 
enemies, inc (esp!) those who knew G's word (see Lk 21.47b). !
Which brings us to a q: if J is M/K/great David's greater S, why 
didn't that happen? why didn't fire fall? why wasn't judgment 
executed? Oh friend, it did. Remember, he's not just the K but also 
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the priest, & a sacrifice had to be made. What sacrifice? His own 
life. J not only the K & the priest but also the offering. That's what 
the cross is all about, solemn celebration this wk. G treated J as 
though he were G's enemy so we who truly are G's enemies might 
be reconciled, made J a footstool for his feet so we could be free, 
crushed J in unvented divine wrath so that his wrath on us would 
be appeased. !
See J is ruler G appointed, but if all you see in Ps 110 is king who 
triumphs over enemies, you haven't fully gotten it. Turn back & 
read in light of the cross. Not just one way that G will subjugate his 
enemies to the rule of X. footstool: not just used for king on neck of 
defeated foe, but also for temple, place where G dwells (Ps 99.5; 
132.7). G makes M's enemies a place for J to dwell, i.e., the ch! 
extend from Zion: not just army conquering neighboring countries, 
but spread of gos (Lk 24.46–48; Acts 1.8). rule in the midst of 
enemies: not just promise of fut kingdom but reality among 
reconciled peo in ch. willing troops: lit. "your peo [will be] 
volunteers." Not just one way G subjugates enemies to X's rule. J 
brings some under his rule by delivering a crushing judgment. You 
want this, e.g., sex traffickers. But the rest G brings under J's feet by 
absorbing the crushing judgment for them. The hope of the gos, 
what makes Palm Sun/Ps 110 best news in the world. !
Conclusion: What to do w this ps? 
Three responses. a) Come. A day is coming when great David's 
greater S will return, execute judgment on his enemies. "Been 2000 
yrs." Took 1000s of yrs before. Don't delay, turn from sin, self-r. 
Come to the K & bow to his reign. b) Tell. The return of the K bad 
news for G's enemies, but what the K has done for sinners like you 
& them is amazing. Tell peo what J has done, esp. this wk. c) Rule. 
What we were made for. K remaking us in his image: no longer a 
love/thirst for power, but self-sacrifice, service, care. We were 
made to rule, bring order from chaos. It's what you do every day. In 
your rule, show what he's like. Rule your world under him.
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